Tulane School of Science & Engineering Seminars
(Open to the Public)
Compiled by the Science and Engineering Honor Society (SEHS)

/ Spring 2019 /

Week of March 18

Monday

Title TBA
Darren Johnson – University of Oregon
4:00 PM, Jones 102
Chemistry

“The Human Factor in Computing”
David Luginbuhl – Air Force Research Laboratory
4:00 PM, Stanley Thomas 302
Computer Science

Wednesday

“On ideals defining products of affine schemes”
Robert Walker – University of Michigan
3:00 PM, Gibson 310
Mathematics

“Recent issues and discoveries on stochastically modeled reaction networks”
Jinsu Kim – UC Irvine
3:00 PM, Dinwiddie 102
Mathematics

“The anatomy of autism”
Veronica Martinez-Cerdeno – UC Davis
4:00 PM, Boggs 239
Neuroscience

Friday

“Origin, Form, and Function of Follicle Cell Processes in Chondrichthyan Fishes”
Dissertation Defense of Lydia Crawford
10:00 AM, LBC 213
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology

“Sharpening the U-Pb Geochronometer: Pushing the Limits of Geochronology”
Noah McLean – University of Kansas
12:00 PM, SELAB 206*
Earth and Environmental Science

* - based on the room/time from last semester, not otherwise posted
Title TBA
Nicole Beisiegel - University College Dublin
3:30 PM, Gibson 126
Mathematics